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INTRODUCTION

While the role of genomic evolution in the micro- and macroevolutionary dynamics of metazoans has received renewed attention, via
the growing number of studies revealing large-scale chromosomal
inversions associated with adaptive phenotypes (1, 2), our understanding of the selection dynamics acting upon chromosome number
and gene order remains limited. Butterflies and moths comprise nearly
10% of all described species (3) and inhabit diverse niches with varied
life histories, yet they exhibit notable conservation in their genome
architecture despite 140 million generations (4) of divergence. The
vast majority have a haploid chromosome number between 28 and
32 (4–6) with a mode of 31 in Ditrysia (4, 7, 8), suggesting that this
is the ancestral count of the clade. Within chromosomes, the gene
content and order are remarkably similar among divergent species
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as adduced by three previous chromosome level assemblies (4, 7),
bacterial artificial chromosome sequencing, and chromosomal structure
analyses (9, 10). Within this highly conserved gene order, a small
number of chromosomal fusion events have been identified, while
at most 6% of orthologs have been identified as translocated between
synteny blocks (4, 7). Complicating this picture of conservation, haploid
chromosome counts in species of Lepidoptera, as compared to all
nonpolyploid animals, exhibit the highest variance in number between species within a genus [n = 5 to 226 (11–13)], the highest single
count (n = 226) (14), and polymorphism in counts that do not affect
fertility in crosses (15–17). Lepidoptera tolerate such chromosomal
variation owing to their holokinetic chromosomes, which facilitate
the successful inheritance of novel fission or fusion fragments (17, 18).
Thus, while Lepidoptera can avoid the deleterious consequences of
large-scale bouts of chromosomal fission and fusion, in the vast majority
of cases, these events are only found in young clades, suggesting an
evolutionary cost of chromosomal rearrangement.
RESULTS

Genome assembly and rearrangement identification
We generated our Pieris napi (Linnaeus, 1758) (Pieridae) genome
using DNA from inbred siblings from Sweden, variable fragment
size libraries [180 base pairs (bp) to 100 kb, N50 length of 4.2 Mb,
and a total length of 350 Mb; notes S1 and S2], and a high-density
linkage map (https://github.com/JasonAnthonyHill/Piers_napi)
computed using 275 full-sib larvae, which placed 122 scaffolds into
25 linkage groups, consistent with previous karyotyping of P. napi
(19, 20) The total chromosome level assembly was 299 Mb, comprising 85% of the total assembly size and 114% of the k-mer estimated
haploid genome size, with 2943 scaffolds left unplaced (note S1).
Unplaced scaffolds either were too small to have informative markers
or were alternatively assembled haplotypes whose sequence was
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Chromosome evolution presents an enigma in the mega-diverse Lepidoptera. Most species exhibit constrained
chromosome evolution with nearly identical haploid chromosome counts and chromosome-level gene collinearity
among species more than 140 million years divergent. However, a few species possess radically inflated chromosomal counts due to extensive fission and fusion events. To address this enigma of constraint in the face of an
exceptional ability to change, we investigated an unprecedented reorganization of the standard lepidopteran
chromosome structure in the green-veined white butterfly (Pieris napi). We find that gene content in P. napi has
been extensively rearranged in large collinear blocks, which until now have been masked by a haploid chromosome
number close to the lepidopteran average. We observe that ancient chromosome ends have been maintained and
collinear blocks are enriched for functionally related genes suggesting both a mechanism and a possible role for
selection in determining the boundaries of these genome-wide rearrangements.
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Fig. 1. Chromosomal mapping of the moth B. mori (Bombycoidea) to the butterflies
P. napi (Pieridae), H. melpomene, and M. cinxia (Nymphalidae). (A) SCOs connecting
B. mori to P. napi (n = 2354), M. cinxia (n = 2086), and H. melpomene (n = 2771). The
Z chromosome is chromosome 1 in B. mori and P. napi and chromosome 21 in
H. melpomene. Links between orthologs originate from B. mori and are colored by
their chromosome of origin, and then extend to P. napi (colored green), M. cinxia
(colored orange), and H. melpomene chromosomes (colored blue). Links are clustered
into blocks of synteny, forming colored ribbons that represent a contiguous block
of genes spanning a region in both species. Chromosomes 2 to 25 in P. napi are
ordered in size from largest to smallest. (B) SCOs between the two largest autosomes
of P. napi and the other Lepidoptera highlight the former’s derived chromosomal
translocation events. Here, band width for each species is proportional to the length
of the inferred chromosomal region of orthology with white space indicating
regions with homology to other chromosomes not shown. Individual chromosomes are not to scale.

(23) to our P. napi genome. By identifying P. rapae scaffolds
that crossed the aforementioned scaffold joins within the chromosomes of P. napi, we found support for 71 of the 97 scaffold joins
(fig. S2 and note S8). Fourth, we investigated the identified collinear
blocks of SCO genes between P. napi and B. mori in relation to the
scaffold join regions along chromosomes. The P. napi scaffold joins
are not associated with the boundaries of the reorganized B. mori
collinear blocks. After identifying the B. mori collinear blocks that
spanned scaffold joins within P. napi chromosomes, we found support for 62 of the 97 scaffold joins in P. napi (Fig. 2D, fig. S1, and
note S9). In sum, our linkage map assignment of scaffolds to chromosomes was confirmed by maternal markers, and the assignment of
relative ordering and orientation of scaffolds along chromosomes
was confirmed by investigating the 97 regions where these scaffolds
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contained within a larger scaffold (note S1). Subsequent annotation
predicted 13,622 gene models with 9346 functional predictions (note
S4), and 94% of expected single-copy genes [Benchmarking Universal
Single-Copy Orthologs (BUSCOs)] were found complete (note S1).
The content and structure of the P. napi genome were compared
with the available chromosome level assemblies of the Lepidoptera:
the silk moth Bombyx mori (Bombycidae), the postman butterfly
Heliconius melpomene (Nymphalidae), and the Glanville fritillary
Melitaea cinxia (Nymphalidae). These latter three species exhibit
extensive gene collinearity along their chromosomes that is maintained even after chromosomal fusion and fission events, readily
reflecting the history of these few events (7) (Fig. 1). After identifying
the shared single-copy orthologs (SCOs) among these four species
(note S5), we placed our results into this comparative chromosomal
context. Unexpectedly, nearly every P. napi chromosome was uniquely
reorganized on the scale of megabase in what appeared to be the result
of a massive bout of translocation events (Fig. 1A). A detailed comparison of the size and number of these rearrangements was then
made between P. napi and B. mori, as the latter has a high-quality
genome and a haploid chromosome count (n = 28) close to the lepidopteran mode of n = 31 (8). Using shared SCOs between these two
species, 99 well-defined blocks of collinear gene order (hereafter
referred to as “collinear blocks”) were identified, with each collinear
block having an average of 69 SCOs. Each P. napi chromosome contained an average of 3.96 (SD = 1.67) collinear blocks, which were
derived from an average of 3.5 different B. mori chromosomes. In
P. napi, the average collinear block length was 2.82 Mb (SD = 1.97 Mb)
and contained an average of 118 genes in our annotation (SD = 87).
Some regions of the genome contained no identifiable syntenic relationship to B. mori, and 2037 of the 13,622 genes in our annotation
lie in regions not assigned to a collinear block. Even the Z chromosome of P. napi (chromosome 1), which contains the complete B. mori
Z chromosome, has undergone rearrangement, resulting in a fusion
between the ancestral Z chromosome and a fragment of the autosome corresponding to chromosome 2 in B. mori. The Z chromosome
is especially conserved within Lepidoptera, but sex chromosome autosome fusions have been observed before (21, 22).
This unanticipated genomic reorganization was validated using four
complementary but independent approaches. First, since recombination
is suppressed in females and thus all maternally derived markers
within a chromosome will show complete linkage with each other
in her offspring, we generated a maternal marker map for P. napi,
using a separate family from that used in the linkage map (note S6).
This maternal marker map revealed extensive linkage among all the
scaffolds assigned to a given chromosome, but not with any of the
other scaffolds, thereby validating the placement of scaffolds within
linkage groups (Fig. 2, B and C, and fig. S1). Second, the relative order of scaffolds within chromosomes can be assessed by quantifying
support for the regions where scaffolds are joined together, end to
end along chromosomes in our assembly (these are hereafter referred
to as scaffold joins). Since our mate pair (MP) reads with 7- and 40-kb
insert sizes should cross many of these scaffolds joins, we quantified the
number of uniquely mapped and properly oriented MP reads spanning each base pair position along chromosomes. Of the 97 scaffold join
regions within chromosomes, 74 were crossed by at least 50 MP
reads each (Fig. 2A, fig. S1, and note S7) and thereby validating their
ordering and orientation along chromosomes. Third, these scaffold
joins were further assessed by aligning the scaffolds of a recently
published, high-quality genome of the closely related species Pieris rapae
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Fig. 2. Validation of the largest four P. napi chromosomes. Within each, the x axis indicates physical distance in megabase. (A) Mate pair spanning depth (MPSD) is
shown across each chromosome, summed from the 3-, 7-, and 40-kb libraries (genome average = 1356). Of the scaffold join positions, 74 of 97 were each spanned by
>50 properly paired reads (mean = 117.8; SD = 298.7), while the remaining 23 scaffold joins had 0 MP spans. (B) Black dots represent the linkage map markers [restriction
site‐associated DNA sequencing (RAD-seq) data] and their recombination distance in centimorgans (cM) along chromosomes (i.e., this is the linkage map). (C) Results
from the female marker map of maternally inherited markers (RNA sequencing and whole-genome data), where all markers within a chromosome are completely linked
owing to suppressed recombination in females (thus, recombination distance is not shown in the y axis). (D) B. mori collinear blocks, colored and labeled by their chromosomal
origin, as in Fig. 1A, along with orientation in B. mori indicated by an arrow with its head toward the nearest telomere. (E) P. napi scaffolds comprising each chromosome,
labeled to indicate scaffold number and orientation. (F) To the right of each P. napi chromosome is a Circos plot showing the location and orientation of the collinear
blocks from each B. mori donor chromosome that comprise a given P. napi chromosome, colored as in Fig. 1A. A twist in the ribbon indicates a reversal of the 5′ to 3′
orientation of the B. mori relative to the P. napi chromosomes. Ribbon width on the P. napi chromosome is relative to the size of the collinear block. The remaining chromosomes are shown in fig. S1.
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were joined together. Of these 97 scaffold joins, 96 were supported
by at least two of the following: MP spanning of scaffold joins,
aligned P. rapae scaffolds spanning scaffold joins of P. napi, and
collinear blocks of SCO genes between B. mori and P. napi extending
across scaffold joins. The one exception was the join between scaffold 2 and the small scaffold 84 at the end of chromosome 20, which
only had linkage map and maternal marker support but contained
no identified SCOs, MP spanning support, or genome alignment results.

A

B

Fig. 3. Comparative assessment of genome assemblies and chromosomal evolution across the Lepidoptera. (A) A time-calibrated phylogeny of the currently available
lepidopteran genomes (n = 24), with branches colored by the N50 of their assemblies and time in million years ago. (B) Table of the genome assembly N50 for each species,
followed by estimates of their chromosomal similarity relative to B. mori versus P. napi. In each scaffold of each genome, SCOs were identified that were shared with B. mori
and P. napi. Then, we quantified the number of times a scaffold contained SCOs derived from >1 chromosome of B. mori, but from a single P. napi chromosome (Pnapi-like
scaffold), or vice versa (Bmori-like scaffold), or both from one chromosome (similar) (fig. S3 and note S9). Three additional P. napi genomes are included, representing the
original Allpaths assembly that used only 3- and 7-kb MP libraries [Pieris napi (3, 7 kb)], the Allpaths assembly after an additional round of scaffolding with 40-kb MP libraries
[Pieris napi (3, 7, and 40 kb)], and then the 40-kb scaffolded assembly scaffolded a third time and error-corrected with HiC libraries and the HiRise pipeline [Pieris napi (3, 7, and 40 kb)].
Higher Pn-like values indicate support for a P. napi–like chromosomal structure (see note S11 for more details). For a complementary BLAST-like approach, see fig. S9.
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Comparisons of genome organization within Lepidoptera
We next compared the P. napi chromosomal structure to the additional genomes available in the Lepidoptera (n = 20) to assess when
the genome reorganization of P. napi might have taken place. Like
most eukaryotic genomes, most lepidopteran genome assemblies are
not at the chromosomal level, complicating comparative assessments
of chromosomal structure (Fig. 3A). To overcome this limitation,
we queried each scaffold of each of these genomes for SCOs that
were shared with B. mori and P. napi and then quantified whether
the scaffold supported the chromosomal structure of B. mori or P. napi,
or both (which is expected when scaffolds are short and within the
identified collinear blocks; fig. S3). While all non-Pieris species have

many scaffolds supporting B. mori–like chromosomes and rarely
supporting P. napi–like chromosomes, two recently published, independent assemblies of the congener P. rapae (23, 24) exhibited
many P. napi–like scaffolds (Fig. 3B), suggesting that this re
arrangement may be shared across Pieris. We further examined
how different stages of our P. napi assembly captured these re
arrangements and found an increase in number of rearrangements
observed with increasing assembly contiguity (N50; Fig. 3B). We
note that our analysis here only interrogated genomes for their support for either B. mori– or P. napi–like chromosomal structure, as
future work will investigate to what extent similar approaches can
be used upon these datasets to detect other types and rates of genome
reorganization.
Last, we expected the extensive genomic reorganization observed
within Pieris to be associated with taxa recently experiencing chromosomal instability, such as fission and fusion events. However, the
evolutionary history of haploid chromosome count in the family
Pieridae is unknown. Therefore, we integrated for the first time nearly
200 species-level observations of haploid chromosomal count (6, 25)
with a temporally calibrated evolutionary phylogeny (25). The haploid
chromosomal count of P. napi and P. rapae, which ranges from
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25 to 28, is essentially identical to all but one species in their clade
going back to a common ancestor ~30 million years divergent; all
species have counts between 24 and 29, with the vast majority at 26
with only one species markedly different, Pieris brassicae, at n = 14
(26) (Fig. 4). Thus, chromosome number alone suggests a similar
chromosome structure of P. napi to other known lepidopteran ge-
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nomes, but this similarity masks the underlying extensive rearrangement that we observe. In addition, within collinear blocks, the
synteny of genes is conserved, also masking the rearrangement that
occurs at the megabase scale. Only by looking for gene collinearity in a
chromosomal context is this previously unobserved pattern of genomic
rearrangement revealed.

12

Haploid chromosomes

≥50

Fig. 4. Haploid chromosomal evolution across Pieridae. Shown in the center is a genus-level phylogeny for Pieridae, colored by the ancestral state reconstruction of the
chromosomal fusion and fission events giving rise to the haploid chromosome counts of the taxa, whose values are represented as a bar plot (n = 201 species). As only a time-
calibrated genus-level phylogeny exists for Pieridae, all genera with >1 species were set to an arbitrary polytomy at 5 million years ago, while deeper branches reflect calibrated
nodes. The outgroup is set to n = 31, reflecting the butterfly chromosomal mode. Note that while the color scale stops at 50, members of the Leptidea clade exceed this value.
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somes (fig. S4). We also reconstructed optimal scenarios of rearrangement events among the 99 collinear blocks identified in B. mori
and P. napi, with estimated optimal scenarios between them finding
between 47 and 57 translocations, three to six inversions, and
always four fission events, depending on scenario settings (note
S12). These three findings are consistent with the ongoing use of
ancestral chromosome ends, suggesting that the chromosomal reorganization proceeded via multiple rounds of reciprocal translocations rather than extensive fission and fusion events.
Second, we tested the hypothesis that the boundaries of the re
arranged collinear blocks were determined randomly relative to the
function of the genes in a given region. While there are few examples of polycistronic operons in eukaryotes (27), gene order is nonrandom across diverse eukaryotes, though the effect appears weak
and diffuse (28) and thus some degree of functional enrichment is
expected within any arbitrary collinear block. We generated an expectation distribution by randomly partitioning the genome into
collinear blocks of the same size as in the observed genome but at
random places, followed by testing of gene set functional enrichment within these collinear blocks. We used the full set of annotated
P. napi genes and found, on average, 38.8 (variance of 46.6 and
maximum of 52) collinear blocks in each of the 10,000 simulated
genomes that contained at least three genes with a shared gene

Fig. 5. Comparison of gene content and chromosomal location of collinear blocks between P. napi and B. mori in observed and randomly permuted genomes.
(A) Observed pattern of conserved collinear block location within P. napi chromosome 9, wherein telomere-facing and interior origins of the syntenic blocks are conserved between species despite their reshuffling. (B) Percentage distance from the end (DFE) of SCOs in P. napi versus B. mori chromosomes. Counts binned on the color
axis. (C) Comparisons of the number of collinear blocks that are terminal in both P. napi and B. mori chromosomes (n = 18, red line), compared to 10,000 simulated genomes composed of randomly joined collinear blocks that would be expected in a fission/fusion scenario (histogram: average = 10.7; SD = 6.8). (D) Distribution of number
of syntenic blocks with GO term enrichment in 10,000 simulated genomes. Simulated syntenic blocks were constructed by breaking the P. napi genome into blocks of the
same size as observed but in a random order. The mean number of GO-enriched fragments in each of the simulated 10,000 genomes was 38.8 with a variance of 46.6 and
maximum of 52. This is significantly lower than the observed 57 enriched regions in P. napi (P < 0.0001).
Hill et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau3648

12 June 2019
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Functional enrichment within collinear blocks
To further assess this unexpected chromosomal reorganization, we
inspected the ordering and content of the collinear blocks that constitute the P. napi chromosomes. To investigate the most likely mechanism of genomic reorganization, we tested whether the extensive
chromosomal reshuffling in P. napi maintained the traditional
chromosomal ends of Lepidoptera as would be expected if the underlying mechanism was reciprocal translocations, or if the chromosomal ends of P. napi were novel, which would be the result of
a process of random fission and fusion (Fig. 5A). We found that
38 of the 56 chromosomal ends in B. mori are located within the
interior of P. napi chromosomes, which would remarkably require
the generation of novel telomeres in the reorganized chromosomes
for all but 18 chromosomal ends. We compared this observation of
18 ancestral ends to an expectation distribution generated by randomly
combining the observed collinear blocks into simulated chromosomes of approximate size to the observed genome and counting
the conserved chromosomal ends relative to B. mori. This revealed
evidence of significantly more chromosomal ends in common between B. mori and P. napi in the observed genome than random
chance (P < 0.01, two tailed t test; Fig. 5C). We also identified a
significant enrichment for SCOs in B. mori and P. napi located at a
roughly similar distance from the end of their respective chromo-
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ontology (GO) term that was significantly less frequent in the rest of
the genome (P < 0.01, Fisher’s exact test). The observed number of
these GO-enriched collinear blocks (57 of the 99) was significantly
higher than in the simulated genomes (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 5D). Since
the actual P. napi genome and each of the 10,000 simulated genomes
underwent the same number of tests resulting in the same false discovery rate of GO enrichment, false discovery rate correction was
not used, nor was it necessary.

DISCUSSION

The chromosomal organization of P. napi and P. rapae reported here
implies that their ancestral lineage underwent a rampant series of
chromosomal rearrangements, likely dominated by reciprocal
translocation events. Although changes in haploid chromosomal
count via fission and fusion events are well documented in Lepidoptera
(5, 6, 10, 14, 32), and the Pieridae in particular (10, 15), translocation
events appear to be rare and dominated by observations of autosomal
fusions to sex chromosomes (10, 21, 33). However, this likely reflects a bias in karyotype detection, as reciprocal translocations can
remain cryptic in cytological spreads while fissions and fusions can
be readily detected when they result in a change in chromosome
size and count. To what extent chromosomal rearrangements via
reciprocal translocations exist among additional taxa and lineages
will have to be addressed by future studies, as the vast majority of
lepidopteran genomes lack sufficient resolution to address these
issues. Of perhaps greater interest, the rearranged chromosomal
fragments do not appear to have been entirely random, as we detect
an excess of functional gene clusters as compared to random fragments. This suggests that these clusters might have a potential fitness
advantage, perhaps arising because of the benefits of shared chromatin dynamics for similar gene expression patterns (34). While it is
tempting to envision nearly neutral selection pressures acting upon
these aspects of chromosomal structure, varying over time because
of changes in effective population size, such speculation awaits
future study as understanding these patterns and selection dynamics
is in its infancy. It must also be emphasized that the models of randomness that were used to detect the significant deviations of GO
enrichment and chromosome end conservation may not account for
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA sequencing and genome scaffold assembly
Pupal DNA was isolated from a fourth-generation inbred cohort that
originated from a wild-caught female collected in Skåne, Sweden,
using standard salt extraction (35). Illumina sequencing was used
for all data generation used in genome construction. One paired end
(PE) and the two MP libraries were constructed at the Science for
Life Laboratory (SciLifeLab), the National Genomics Infrastructure,
Sweden, using one polymerase chain reaction–free PE DNA library
(180 bp) and two Nextera MP libraries (3 and 7 kb) all from a single
individual. All sequencing was done on Illumina HiSeq 2500 High
Output mode, PE 2 × 100-bp by SciLifeLab. Two additional 40-kb MP
fosmid jumping libraries were constructed from a sibling used in
the previous library construction. Genomic DNA, isolated as above,
was shipped to Lucigen Co. (Middleton, WI, USA) for the fosmid
jumping library construction, and sequencing was performed on
an Illumina MiSeq using 2 × 250-bp reads (36). Last, a variable insert
size library of 100 to 100,000 bp in length was generated using the
Chicago and HiRise methods (37). Genomic DNA was again isolated from a sibling of those used in previous library construction.
The genomic DNA was isolated as above and shipped to Dovetail Co.
(Santa Cruz, CA, USA) for library construction, sequencing, and
scaffolding. These library fragments were sequenced by Centrillion
Biosciences Inc. (Palo Alto, CA, USA) using the Illumina HiSeq 2500
High Output mode, PE 2 × 100 bp. Nearly 500 million read pairs of
data were generated, providing ~285× genomic coverage (table S1).
The 3- and 7-kb MP pair libraries were filtered for high-confidence
true MPs using NextClip v0.8 (38). All read sets were then quality-filtered, and the ends were trimmed of adapters and low-quality
bases and screened of common contaminants using BBDuk v37.51
(39). Insert size distributions were plotted to assess library quality,
which was high (fig. S6). The 180-bp, 3-kb, and 7-kb read datasets
were used as input for AllpathsLG r50960 (40) for initial contig
generation and scaffolding (note S1). AllpathsLG was run with
haploidify = true to compensate for the high degree of heterozygosity.
A further round of superscaffolding using the 40-kb library alongside the 3- and 7-kb libraries was done using SSPACE v2 (41). Last,
the assembly was scaffolded a third time and error-corrected using
the Chicago read libraries and the HiRise software pipeline. These
steps produced a final assembly of 3005 scaffolds with an N50 length
of 4.2 Mb and a total length of 350 Mb (note S1), and a 14,945-bp
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) genome (note S1 and fig. S7). The
final assembly’s complete and SCO content was 94% for P. napi as
assessed by BUSCO v3.0.2 (42) (for more details, see note S1). Haploid
status of the chromosome level assembly was further explored
using self-alignments and HaploMerger2 (43). See note S1 for more
details.
Linkage maps
RAD-seq data of 5463 single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers
from 275 full-sib individuals, without parents, were used as input
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Lack of repetitive element enrichment
Transposable elements such as retrotransposons are known to affect chromosomal reorganization (29, 30). To assess their possible
role in the Pieris genome reorganization, we surveyed the distribution of different repeat element classes across the genome, looking
for enrichment of specific categories near the borders of collinear
blocks (i.e., shuffled chromosomal fragments). However, no repeat
elements were enriched at the boundary of B. mori collinear regions
(fig. S5). We therefore investigated whether any repeat element classes
had expanded within Pieris compared to other sequenced genomes
by assessing the distribution of repeat element classes and genome
size among sequenced Lepidoptera genomes. Consistent with previous
findings (31), we observe a strong relationship between genome size
and repetitive element content in Pieris species, though no element
classes appear enriched within this lineage. Thus, the lack of evidence for any enrichment of repeats at the boundaries between the
collinear blocks suggests that the translocation events may be old
and their signal decayed, though detecting these signals is also notoriously difficult.

biological processes that constrain the unknown mechanism of genomic restructuring observed here in P. napi. Nevertheless, our
results further document the enigma of lepidopteran chromosome
evolution, highlighting the need to further investigate the factors
shaping and maintaining the genomic organization in this ecologically
important and diverse clade of holocentic species.
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Chromosomal assembly
The 5463 markers that composed the linkage map were mapped to the
P. napi HiRise assembly using bbmap (39) with sensitivity = slow.
Reads that mapped uniquely were used to identify misassemblies in
the HiRise scaffolds and subsequently rearrange those fragments
into the correct chromosomal order. Fifty-four misassemblies were
identified, and a total of 115 fragments were joined together into
Hill et al., Sci. Adv. 2019; 5 : eaau3648
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25 chromosomes using a series of custom R scripts and the R package
Biostrings (51). Scaffold joins and misassembly corrections were
validated by comparing the number of correctly mapped MPs spanning
a join between two scaffolds. MP reads from the 3-, 7-, and 40-kb
libraries were mapped to their respective assemblies with bbmap
(po = t, ambig = toss, kbp = t). SAM output was filtered for quality
(mapq > 20 and properly paired), and a custom R script was used to
tabulate read spanning counts for each base pair in the assembly.
Synteny comparisons within Lepidoptera
A list of 3100 SCOs occurring in the Lepidoptera lineage curated by
OrthoDB v9.1 (52) was used to extract gene names and protein sequences of SCOs in B. mori from KAIKObase (53) (note S5) using
a custom script. Reciprocal best hits (RBHs) between gene sets of
P. napi, B. mori, M. cinxia, and H. melpomene SCOs were identified
using BLASTP (54) and custom scripts. Gene sets of H. melpomene
v2.5 and M. cinxia v1 were downloaded from Lepbase v4 (55). Coordinates from BLAST tables were converted to chromosomal locations and visualized using Circos (56) and custom R scripts.
To investigate the extent of chromosomal reorganization among
the existing lepidopteran genomes, with reference to having either a
B. mori– or a P. napi–like organization, two separate bioinformatic
analyses were conducted. Data used were genome assemblies and
annotated protein sets downloaded for 24 species of Lepidoptera from
Lepbase v4 (57) and other sources (table S2). For the first analysis,
we used a BLAST-like approach, with each target species protein
set aligned to its own genome as well as to the P. napi protein set
using Diamond v0.9.10 (58) with default options. The protein-
genome comparison was used to assign each target species gene to
one of its assembled scaffolds, while the protein-protein comparison was used to identify RBHs between the protein of each species
and its ortholog in P. napi and B. mori. Using this information, we
used a custom R script to examine each assembly scaffold for evidence of synteny to either P. napi or B. mori. First, each scaffold of
the target species genome was assigned genes based on the protein-
genome BLAST results, using its own protein set and genome. A gene
was assigned to a scaffold if at least three HSPs of less than 200 bp
from a gene aligned with ≥95% identity. Second, if any of these
scaffolds then contained five genes whose orthologs resided on a
single B. mori chromosome but two P. napi chromosomes, and
those same two P. napi chromosome segments were also joined in
the B. mori assembly, that was counted as a “mori-like scaffold” (see
note S13 for cutoff selection criteria). Conversely, if a target species
scaffold contained five genes whose orthologs resided on a single
P. napi chromosome but two B. mori chromosomes, and those same
two B. mori chromosome segments were also joined in the P. napi
assembly, that was counted as a “napi-like scaffold” (see fig. S9 for
results using this approach).
The second analysis differed from the first by using an intron-
aware aligner of proteins to genomes and used B. mori SCOs rather
than the P. napi protein set for alignment. In addition, this analysis
used a much more restricted set of proteins that had been filtered
extensively for high-quality orthology assignment, which reduced
detection of SCOs while increasing accuracy. First, P. napi proteins
were extracted from the genome using the GFF annotation file, via
the program gffread from the cufflinks software package v. 2.2.1 (59).
The resulting proteins were then filtered for those having a start,
stop, and no internal stop codons. Then, a reciprocal best BLAST
(RBB) was conducted upon these P. napi proteins against the B. mori
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into Lep-MAP2 (44). The RAD-seq data were generated from nextRAD
technology by SNPsaurus (Oregon, USA) (note S10). To obtain
genotype data, the RAD-seq data were mapped to the reference genome using BWA mem (45), and SAMtools (46) was used to produce sorted bam files of the read mappings. On the basis of read
coverage (SAMtools depth), Z chromosomal regions were identified from the genome, and the sex of offspring was determined. Custom
scripts (47) were used to produce genotype likelihoods (called posteriors in Lep-MAP) from the output of SAMtools mpileup.
The parental genotypes were inferred with the Lep-MAP2 ParentCall
module using parameters “ZLimit=2 and ignoreParentOrder=1,”
first calling Z markers and second calling the parental genotypes by
ignoring which way the parents are informative (the parents were
not genotyped, so we could not separate maternal and paternal
markers at this stage). Scripts provided with Lep-MAP2 were used
to produce a linkage file from the output of ParentCall, and all single-
parent informative markers were converted to paternally informative
markers by swapping parents, when necessary. Filtering by segregation
distortion was performed using the Filtering module.
Following this, the SeparateChromosomes module was run on
the linkage file, and 25 chromosomes were identified using a logarithm of the odds (LOD) score limit of 39. Then, the JoinSingles
module was run twice to add more markers on the chromosomes
with an LOD score limit of 20. Then, SepareteChromosomes was
run again but only on markers informative on single parents with
an LOD limit of 10 to separate paternally and maternally informative markers. Fifty-one linkage groups were found, and all were
ordered using the OrderMarkers module. On the basis of likelihood
improvement of marker ordering, paternal and maternal linkage
groups were determined. This was possible as there is no recombination in females (achiasmatic meiosis), and thus the order of the
markers does not improve likelihood on the female map. The markers on the corresponding maternal linkage groups were converted
to maternally informative, and OrderMarkers was run on the resulting data twice for each of the 25 chromosomes (without allowing
recombination in female). The final marker order was obtained as
the order with the higher likelihood from the two runs.
A maternal marker map was constructed from a different family
of P. napi in which a female from Abisko, Sweden, was crossed with
a male from Catalonia, Spain. Genomic DNA libraries were constructed for the mother, father, and four offspring (two males and
two females). RNA libraries were constructed for an additional six
female and six male offspring. All sequencing was performed on an
Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform using High Output mode, with PE 2 ×
100-bp reads at SciLifeLab (Stockholm, Sweden). Both DNA and
RNA reads were mapped to the genome assembly with bbmap using
default settings. SAMtools was used to sort read mappings and merge
them into an mpileup file (note S6). Variants were called with
BCFtools (48) and filtered with VCFtools (49). Linkage between
SNPs was assessed with PLINK (50). A custom script was used to
assess marker density and determine sex-specific heterozygosity.
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Pieridae chromosomal evolution
Chromosomal fusions and fissions were reconstructed across the family
Pieridae by placing previously published karyotype studies of haploid chromosomal counts into their evolutionary context. There are
approximately 1000 species in the 85 recognized genera of Pieridae,
and we recently reconstructed a robust fossil-calibrated chronogram
for this family at the genus level (25, 26). We placed the published
chromosomal counts for 201 species (6, 61) on this time-calibrated
phylogeny, using the maximal reported haploid chromosomal count
per species when more than one was recorded, with ancestral chromosomal reconstructions for chromosome count, treated as a continuous character, using the contMap function of the phytools R package
(62). For instances where there was more than one species per
genus, all species per genus were treated as a polytomy 5 million
years old. This approach allowed us to incorporate the extensive
within-genus data that exist in the literature, along with the genus-
level and high time-calibrated phylogenetic information.
Lepidopteran chronogram showing relationships among
species with genomes
The topology and node ages of the phylogenetic hypothesis were
based on the consensus of relationships within Lepidoptera summarized by Mitter et al. (63), with the relationships between families
being largely derived from Kawahara and Breinholt (64), and within
butterflies from Heikkilä et al. (65). These external estimates of evolutionary relationships (fig. S8) and divergence times were used
(table S3), as they were far more robust given their density of taxonomic sampling and used fossil calibrations than any analysis of our
limited taxon set.
Estimation of chromosomal rearrangements
A table of the identified SCOs between B. mori and P. napi, including their start locations and chromosomal location, was filtered to
remove potential false positives (i.e., any translocated SCO that
appeared once within a given collinear block set of four genes) and
then collapsed to remove any local chromosome inversions, so that
we would detect only the evolutionary dynamics among the collinear
blocks. We then further simplified the dataset to have only one gene
represent each collinear block (again, to ensure that we were only
detecting the large-scale events). The resulting table was then used
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as input for the software GRIMM v.2.01 (66) to detect an optimal
scenario of rearrangements between the two genomes with genes
unsigned (options “-s -u”). We also generated predictions of gene
signs using an approximation algorithm with a range of iterations
from 1000 to 200,000 (option “-U”) and then ran analyses on the
resulting datasets.
Annotation of P. napi genome
Genome annotation was carried out by the Bioinformatics Short-term
Support and Infrastructure (BILS, Sweden). BILS was provided with
the chromosomal assembly of P. napi, and 45 RNA sequencing read
sets representing three different tissues (head, fat body, and gut) of
seven male and eight female larvae from laboratory lines that were
separate from the ones used for the initial sequencing. Sequence
evidence for the annotation was collected in two complementary
ways. First, we queried the UniProt database (67) for protein sequences belonging to the taxonomic group of Papilionoidea (2516
proteins). To be included, proteins gathered in this way had to be
supported on the level of either proteomics or transcriptomics and
could not be fragments. In addition, we downloaded the UniProt/
Swiss-Prot reference dataset (downloaded on 15 May 2014) (545,388
proteins) for a wider taxonomic coverage with high-confidence
proteins. In addition, 493 proteins were used that were derived
from a P. rapae expressed sequence tag library that was Sanger-
sequenced.
Permutation test of collinear block position
within chromosomes
Collinear blocks were identified as interior versus terminal within
a chromosome, and the ends of terminal blocks were marked as inward or outward facing (i.e., telomere facing). In total, of the 198 ends
of the 99 collinear blocks, 50 of those ends are required to be outward
facing since each of the 25 chromosomes has two telomeres. Collinear
blocks were reshuffled into 25 random chromosomes of one to four
collinear blocks with each collinear block in a random orientation to
generate a simulated genome of approximate chromosome size distribution to the actual P. napi genome, and the number of times that
1 of the 50 original outward-facing ends of a terminal block appeared
again as an outward-facing terminal block in the simulated genome
was counted. This was repeated 10,000 times to generate a random
distribution expectation of how often an ancestral telomere would
remain a telomere if a genome was randomly rearranged in collinear
blocks of the observed size, in a random way, that preserved chromosome size. The number of terminal outward-facing collinear blocks
in B. mori that were also terminal and outward facing in P. napi was
compared to this random distribution to derive the significance of
our observation. To test the randomness of gene location within
chromosomes, the previously identified SCOs were numbered by
their position along each chromosome in both B. mori and P. napi.
We then generated 10,000 random genomes as above. Distance from
the end of the new chromosome and distance from the end of B. mori
chromosome were calculated for each ortholog, and the results were
binned. P values were determined by comparing the number of orthologs in a bin to the expected distribution of genes in a bin from the
random genomes. All tests were done using a custom R script.
Gene set enrichment analysis of collinear blocks
GO set enrichment was initially tested within collinear blocks of the
P. napi genome using topGO (68) with 11,585 of the 13,622 gene
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SCOs, with BLASTP via Diamond v.0.9.10, with results filtered (eval
<0.00001, bitscore >100) before RBB comparison using custom scripts.
This resulted in n = 1835 SCO proteins. The chromosomal locations and start positions of each protein were then added to the
resulting RBB table for the two species. Then, for each species genome, these B. mori SCOs were aligned to the genome using
SPALN, a high-performing protein to genome alignment software
(60). These results were then filtered to only consider scaffolds where
>3 SCOs per B. mori chromosome were identified (e.g., scaffolds
having five B. mori SCOs from five different chromosomes were
ignored). Then, scaffolds were queried for instances where they had
SCOs from only 1 B. mori chromosome, with >1 P. napi chromosome, which were then considered B. mori–like scaffolds. Those
with one P. napi chromosome and >1 B. mori chromosome were
considered P. napi like. If scaffolds only contained SCOs from one
chromosome of B. mori and P. napi, they were considered to be
supporting the same chromosomal region (see note S11 for more
information).
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models generated from the annotation that occur within the collinear blocks. For each collinear block within the genome, each GO
term of any level within the hierarchy that had at least three genes
belonging to it was analyzed for enrichment. If a GO term was overrepresented in a collinear block compared to the rest of the genome at
a P value of <0.01 by Fisher’s exact test, then that block was counted
as enriched. Fifty-seven of the 99 collinear blocks in the P. napi genome were enriched in this way (table S4). The number of enriched
blocks increased or decreased on the basis of the P value cutoff used,
or if false discovery rate correction was applied, but our interest was
in evaluating relatively enriched blocks compared to an expected
distribution computed from a permutation test. Given that we expect gene duplication to have generated some clusters of functionally
related genes, we wished to test if the observed level of gene enrichment within collinear blocks was to be expected for blocks of
the size observed in any random configuration. The permutation
test used to address this fragmented the P. napi assembly into
99 collinear blocks of the same size as those observed in our synteny
analysis but from random chromosomes, thereby capturing collinear blocks of genes at random. We used the same size blocks as observed in our genome, because breaking up a genome and testing
for GO enrichment can yield results that are dependent on the distribution of the sizes used. This resulted in a random genome of 99
fragments that in total contained the entire genome, but the content
of a given fragment was of a random genomic region. This random
genome was tested for GO enrichment of the fragments in the same
way as the collinear blocks in the original genome, and the number
of enriched blocks was counted. This was then repeated 10,000 times
to generate a distribution of expected enrichment in genome fragments of the same size as the observed P. napi collinear blocks. The
P value cutoff for determining GO term enrichment influenced the
number of enriched blocks found in the P. napi genome and each
simulated genome, but for all tested P values at the GO term enrichment step (P < 0.001 up to P < 0.5), the P. napi genome contained
significantly more GO term–enriched blocks than expected from
the permutation test (P < 0.001).
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